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Goal. 1) Define global vipotence. 2) Bound the local milpotance.3) Local to global.

Main Theorem. T: global affire variety. S-T:smooth, s:connected.
XIS:sm. proper and Y: NCDIS-X.

Let ((i):= 902P2I: HPiece (xS(10gY) is nonzero7.
Them, HaR(X/5 (logY)) is globally ripotent of level (i).

5 Global milpotence
Def. A global affine variety is Speck for R: iutodom .g/2 with char(Track= 0.

Consider Stsm and primes not invertible on S.

Stip
-> S s'2

I
5:MtMORs

# smooth smooth ge 49).n)esit
T-T Tt> T est.

Given (M.J7 GMICISIT) -> CMEp.TAp) GMICISApITEp) vice pullback.
M: locally free.
Det. (M.4 is globally milpotant of level 5 on SIT if convention viathe(Mtp.8Tp) @NilpY(STip ITTp)

Consider the following diagram:
fsites,it

-ifsm. T.T: global aff.war.

Prop. Let (M.0) GMIC (SIT) with M: fin. locally free on 8. Then,

if (M. 0) ENegISIT) then (9h* (M.57GNpVCST).
= (9*M, (9.2)*5)

48. Rose's talk. SCH Stp Sp = =>initial element
↓ ↓f sit's fine

Tip -> Th
*



⑤Local hilpotence level conjugate spectral sequence.

Recall *EC XPL gives riseto RTD)F*RYS =>**Rxis

TitgXT
Connor proved Cartier isomorphism C"@jpys =>HICFxRxis) (Cx-modules).

The song as becomes RTI (exYS) =R**(xis).

Theorem. Assume either
-the formation of TCRYS) commutes with arb-basechange
- Fabs: S-5 is flat (x= S: regular by Kunz theme).

Then, the canonical integrable T-connection on HR(X) is vilpotent.
p.

xErlls e
=>FaTSR* (Es)= RTIY (W*2xs

S ->S easiysFabs

Fabs= WsIOFSI
moonasRisexos)

-> RITICRise

: p-curvature & connection (CarterDescent.Tony'stake)

Corollary. For 20 into let hil:= #YPCI: EP is monezel.
Then for any smooth maphia FIST

HR(XS) @Nieph"(SIT)



5 Local to global
Katz's base change. Shetherian scheme. T:x+5 proper1C: complex of absheaves onS

27. 1) (= 0 for iso & iLo. as long as dims is
2) KI: coherent Ox-mod. flat)S. bounded above, HP(Xs,E= 0

3)The diff of KY is TTT(s)-linear. for all pad for any
ab sheet ofX.

TEAE.i) Fn20, RY**(K) is 100free. =>Gravert's theoem:S:reduced

ii) Eg:S'S, g*RTACKY ERT(8*K) Fn20. ·41hP(xy,Ty) cust

iii) Eg: pA-S. >(

Un20. RPIXF bifae,

Define Hubs (xIS):= ROTRKIS ****K1-HPC.)
=>basechange common

and go down
onelevel

(Deligne) Huise(x/s) and HRX/S) are locally free on S

proof of MainThe
RTUxYs, RTMXis commutes with base change: Sttp.
=>his) bounds the#of p's at Hirt is monter
=>HdR(X/s] is globally hilpotent of level (hi).


